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Abstract

In this paper, we design an analytically and experimentally better online energy and job scheduling algorithm with the objective
of maximizing net profit for service providers in green data centers. We first study the previously known algorithms and conclude
that these online algorithms have provable poor performance in their worst-case scenarios. To guarantee an online algorithm’s
performance in hindsight, we design a randomized algorithm to schedule energy and jobs in the data centers and prove the algo-
rithm’s expected competitive ratio in a special setting. Our algorithm is theoretical-sound and it outperforms the previously known
algorithms in many settings using both real traces and simulated data. An optimal offline algorithm is also provided as an empirical
benchmark.
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1. Introduction

A data center is a computing facility used to house
computer systems and associated components such as
communication and storage subsystems. Usually, a data
center stores data and provides computing facilities to
its customers. Through charging fees for data access
and computing services, a data center gains revenue [6].
At the same time, to maintain its running structure, a
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data center has to pay operational costs, including hard-
ware costs (such as of upgrading computing and storage
devices and air conditioning facilities), electrical bills
for power supply, network connection costs, in addi-
tion to personnel costs. To maximize a data center’s
net profit, we need to increase the revenue collected and
decrease the operational cost paid concurrently.

The ever increasing power costs and energy con-
sumption in data centers have brought with many se-
rious economic and environmental problems to our so-
ciety and evoked significant attention recently. As re-
ported, the energy consumption of all data centers con-
sisted of 10% of the total U.S. energy consumption in
2006 and has increased 56% over the past five-year pe-
riod [4]. The estimates of annual power cost for U.S.
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